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Hi !  I 'm Anastasia Popham ,  a junior at Nebraska Wesleyan University

studying Biology and Religion/Philosophy .  In the summer of 2021 ,  I was

fortunate enough to work for an internship group within the Great

Plains Conference of the United Methodist Church called Micah Corps .  

My fellow four interns and I dedicated our summer to spread the word

of justice and mercy to different churches in the Great Plains Annual

Conference .  This involved giving sermons about food insecurity ,

immigration ,  issues that Native American communities are facing ,  and

speaking to so many incredible professionals in different fields that

have dedicated themselves to mercy and justice work .  

Each intern is required to submit a personal project for the summer ,

and this happens to be mine .  I was really able to learn that mixing

environmental biology and religion isn 't as impossible as it seems over

the course of the internship .  So that 's what this guide is :  showing

whoever reads this little guide that our Christian duty is not separated

from science or farming or other seemingly ordinary sections of life .  

As you 'll see in this guide ,  as United Methodists (and as Christians in

general) we have a duty to uphold this crazy planet that God gifted us .  

I was so excited to make this guide and to put show what my passions

are on paper .  I hope you enjoy and I hope it makes you question some

things that you might have not questioned yet .  

ABOUT  THE  GUIDE  &  THE  AUTHOR



Many United Methodists don 't know about our huge

commitment to justice ,  even though the mission of the

United Methodist Church is to make disciples of Jesus

Christ for the transformation of the world .  

One incredible agency that United Methodists have is

the General Board of Church and Society (GBCS) .  GBCS

is dedicated to the work of living faith ,  seeking justice ,

and pursuing peace .  

The board is called to seek the implementation of the

Social Principles and other policy statements of the

General Conference on Christian social concerns .

Our Social Principles are an effort from the General

Conference to speak on the social issues in the world

from a biblical and theological foundation .

You 'll see UMC Social Principles throughout this guide .

I challenge you to take a moment to read them and

reflect on how it is our duty as United Methodists to

care for our planet and the people on it .

UNITED  METHODISTS  &  JUST ICE
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"All things came
into being
through Him,
and without Him
not one thing
came into
being."

JOHN 1 :3  (NRSV)
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 THE  ENV IRONMENT
& US

Oftentimes ,  being in our states ,  we can forget

that we contribute to environmental issues .  In

2019 ,  Nebraska was #3 and Kansas was #7 in the

list of top 10 agricultural producing states .  With

both states being so vital in agricultural

production in the United States ,  it 's important

that we 're looking at how our environment is

changing ,  how it impacts us ,  and how we can

improve the challenges we 're facing right now .

Not only as people living in these two massive

agricultural states should we care ,  but also as

United Methodists ,  and children of God in

general ,  we have a duty to take care of this

planet that was given to us .  

Want to know more about what 's happening in

our environment and the impact on Nebraska

and Kansas? Keep reading !

12



Weather vs. Climate
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CONCEPTS  &  DEF IN IT IONS

Weather: represents

the condition of the

atmosphere at a

given time and place

Climate: represents a

longer-term or "average"

state of atmosphere ;  30-

year means

So what is climate change?
As defined above ,  the climate is measured in 30-year

means .  As we can imagine ,  variability in the climate is

bound to happen in 30 years .  Climate change is

variability on a time scale longer than a few decades .  

Just as most things in life ,  the climate is about balance .  

Atmosphere

Hydrosphere (oceans ,  lakes ,  rivers)

Cryosphere (ice sheets ,  glaciers ,

and sea ice)

Biosphere (vegetation and soils)

Lithosphere (volcanoes ,  orography ,

weathering)

The Earth 's climate system is

made up of five major

components .  

A change in any of these

components can result in

changes in other components .  

2



Climate change does naturally occur .

When naturally occurring ,  climate change

is an expression of variability between the

five components of the Earth 's climate

systems .

Natural climate change is attributed to

things such as changes in the orientation

of the Earth-Sun orbit ,  long-term

fluctuations in solar output ,  and the

changing configuration of the continents .  
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Natural vs. Human-Induced
Climate Change

Although climate change is a natural

occurrence ,  we 've seen that humans are

speeding up climate change .  

Continued human activities lead to

warming .  If these activities weren 't

happening ,  the natural system would

revert to neutral conditions and possibly

a slight cooling .

The big problem that we 're seeing is that

most natural processes of climate change

happen pretty slowly ,  but human-

induced global warming is unfolding in

just a few decades .  

2
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Higher asthma rates

More heat-related illnesses and deaths

Decreased life expectancy

Lack of access to clean air and water

While many people don 't think about the intersection of race

and the environment ,  it 's critical that we start to think about

these intersections .

With Native American 's land being taken away and water being

polluted and Black and Latinx communities being forced into

substandard housing surrounded by hazards ,  it 's a problem

that we haven 't addressed for far too long .  

Environmental racism has created many medical and social

issues :

Lack of access to sidewalks ,  safe green spaces ,  pollution ,  and

litter is also a factor contributing to environmental racism .
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Environmental Racism

56%

38%

95%

2X

of the population near toxic waste sites

are people of color .

higher exposure to nitrogen dioxide

than non-people of color .

of people of color 's claims against

polluters get denied by the EPA .

more likely to live without potable

water and modern sanitation .

People of color face environmental problems such as:

5
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J EREMIAH  22 :3

"Thus says the Lord: Act
with justice and
righteousness and deliver
from the hand of the
oppressor anyone who has
been robbed. And do no
wrong or violence to the
alien, the orphan, and the
widow, or shed innocent
blood in this place."

(NRSV)



Soil is becoming drier
which increases the

need for water

Rainstorms are
becoming more intense
& floods are becoming

more severe

Length of a frost-free
season has increased 

Although these may seem like small numbers to us ,

they can have big impacts on our states .  Here are

some examples of how Nebraska and Kansas have

been impacted by our planet 's warming :
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HOW ARE  OUR STATES
EFFECTED?

Kansas has experienced a warming

of about 0 .5 degrees F .

Nebraska has experienced a

warming of about 1 .0 degrees F .

So what does this mean?

2
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FUTURE  IMPACTS  ON  NE  &  KS
As we know ,  the issue of humans rapidly changing

the balance of our planet isn 't slowing down .  Today

the important question is not "What 's the evidence

of climate change right now?" but instead "How is

our planet going to look in the future . "  

With Nebraska and Kansas both being states that

are having to constantly think about the future of

agriculture and pushing programs like "Future

Farmers of America , "  we can 't think that the future

isn 't an important topic to discuss right now .  

What are
"climate
models"? 

Climate models are very similar to

the models used for weather

prediction and forecasting .  They are

made up of mathematical formulas

that simulate daily weather

patterns in certain conditions and

situations (like human emissions of

greenhouse gases) .  Those formulas

are applied to many different points

within an atmosphere to predict

the changing state of the

atmosphere over time .  
2
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Weather forecasts aren 't always

correct and not all climate

models will be correct 

either .  I know here in 

the Midwest we tend

to look out at the storm 

clouds and tornados ,  but

we still generally go to our

basement during a tornado 

warning even if it might not hit

our house .

Well, the weather
forecast isn't always
right. Why should I

trust climate models?

Just in the same way we don 't tend to take

chances on severe storms and tornados ,  we

cannot take our chances on letting climate

change continue on the current path .  

So, what's predicted
to happen to our

states if we continue
down this path?

Well ,  I 'm glad you asked !

The predictions aren 't

great and it shows just

how big of a hit

agriculture will take from

what 's happening to our

climate .  
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This will constraint development ,  stress natural

resources ,  and increase competition for water

among communities ,  agriculture ,  energy

production ,  and ecological needs

Changes to crop growth cycles due to warming

winters and alterations in the timing and

magnitude of rainfall events have already been

observed ;  as these trends continue ,  they will

require new agriculture and livestock

management practices .

Landscape fragmentation is increasing .  A highly

fragmented landscape will hinder adaptation of

species when climate change alters habitat

composition and timing of plant development

cycles .  

Communities that are already the most

vulnerable to weather and climate extremes will

be stressed even further by more frequent

extreme events .

The magnitude of expected changes will exceed

those experiences in the last century .  Existing

adaptation and planning efforts are inadequate

to respond to these projected impacts .

An NCA report from 2014 had 5 key messages for

the Great Plains region about climate change :

Rising temperatures are leading to an increased

demand for water and energy .

1 .

2 .

3 .

4 .

5 .

2
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Here's a list of some of the potential effects that
climate change will have on Nebraska and
Kansas: 

Summers are likely to become increasingly hot

and dry

While drier soil and increased temperatures will

increase the demand of water ,  average rainfall

during summers is likely to decrease

22% of farmland in KS is irrigated with

ground water that is depleting

Likely decrease in average flow of rivers and

streams since drier soil retains more water 

Creates problems for navigation ,  recreation ,

public water supplies ,  and electric power

generation .  

In fields that can no longer be irrigated ,  yields

would decline approximately 50% 

Warmer and shorter winters may promote weed

and pest growth and shorten dormancy for

many winter crops (which could increase crop

losses during spring freezes)

Livestock will be affected more by intense heat

waves and lack of water

Cows will eat less ,  grow more slowly ,  and

produce less milk 

By 2050 ,  KS is likely to have 4x as many days

above 100 degrees F which puts the elderly ,  the

sick ,  and the poor at a higher vulnerability 

2 13&



Length of the frost-free season will increase 

For northern states ,  winter and spring

precipitation is expected to increase ,  meanwhile

in Nebraska there will be little change in

precipitation for the two seasons

The number of consecutive dry days for

Nebraska is projected to increase by 1-3 days

There is a large projected reduction in

snowpack in the central and northern Rocky

Mountains .  Flow in the Platte and Missouri rivers

during the summer months critically depend on

the slow release of water as the snowpack melts .

This flow could greatly reduce in the coming

years .  

Drought and heat waves are expected to

increase in frequency and intensity .
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LEV IT ICUS  23 :22

"When you reap the
harvest of your land,
you shall not reap to the
very edges of your field,
or gather the gleanings
of your harvest; you
shall leave them for the
poor and for the alien: I
am the Lord your God."

(N IV )
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LET 'S  MAKE  A
CHANGE !

So we have discovered some basic information about

the environment and how the environmental crisis is

impacting Nebraska and Kansas .  Educating ourselves on

what 's happening is step one ,  but it doesn 't end there !  

Throughout this guide ,  there have been Bible verses and

United Methodist Church Social Principles that show us

that this crisis is real and it 's vital that we start to take

action .  

While educating ourselves ,  we can actually make an

impact in our own lives ,  our communities ,  and states as

a whole .  

The first thing we have to do is acknowledge our own

impact on the planet and how we can be more

environmentally friendly and sustainable .  

It may seem like we all have to cut parts of our life out

or become an eco-freak ,  but this weight is not just on

our individual shoulders .  Our corporations and

representatives have to be held accountable for their

contributions to the environmental crisis .  



SOCIAL  PR INC IPLE  160  A
Water, Air, Soil, Minerals, Plants

 

"We support and encourage social policies that serve to

reduce and control the creation of industrial byproducts and

waste ;  facilitate the safe processing and disposal of toxic

and nuclear waste and move toward the elimination of both ;

encourage reduction of municipal waste ;  provide for

appropriate recycling and disposal of municipal waste ;  and

assist the cleanup of polluted air ,  water ,  and soil .  We call for

the preservation of old-growth forests and other

irreplaceable natural treasures ,  as well as preservation of

endangered plant species .  We support measures designed to

maintain and restore natural ecosystems .  We support

policies that develop alternatives to chemicals used for

growing ,  processing ,  and preserving food ,  and we strongly

urge adequate research into their effects upon God ’s

creation prior to utilization .  We urge development of

international agreements concerning equitable utilization of

the world ’s resources for human benefit so long as the

integrity of the earth is maintained .  We are deeply

concerned about the privatization of water resources ,  the

bottling of water to be sold as a commodity for profit ,  and

the resources that go into packaging bottled water .  We urge

all municipalities and other governmental organizations to

develop processes for determining sustainability of water

resources and to determine the environmental ,  economic ,

and social consequences of privatization of water resources

prior to the licensing and approval thereof . "
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SUSTA INABIL I TY
Learning how to find sustainable ways of living in our own

lives is important to helping our planet recover .  Here you 'll

find a few tips on some small changes that the American

Conservation Coalition you can incorporate into your life

right after you 're done reading this !

Food Related
Utilize Organizations that aim to help reduce

food waste

Saving Grace (NE)

Imperfect Foods (NE & KS)

Pollution Prevention Institute (KS)

Food Cycle KC (KS)

Food Rescue US (NE & KS)

Use reusable food storage products

Buy fresh produce to help cut down the

amount of plastic used .

Buying at local co-ops and farmers '

markets is a great way to do this while

contributing to and supporting your

community !

Compost

Learn about composting here ,  here ,  and

here !

4

https://savinggracefoodrescue.org/
https://www.imperfectfoods.com/
https://www.sbeap.org/waste-management/food-recovery
https://foodcyclekc.com/
https://foodrescue.us/
https://www.kdheks.gov/waste/composting_edu.html
https://bridgingthegap.org/start-composting/
https://nrcne.org/resources/organics/
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Reducing Waste
Recycle 

Learn how to correctly recycle here .  

Don 't have access to recycling? Find

help here :

Nebraska Recycling Council (NE)

Kansas Organization of Recyclers

(KS)

Volunteer with groups to clean up trash

along highways ,  in parks ,  or around your

community !

Use reusable water bottles and stainless

steel/silicone straws

Be mindful of single-use plastics !

When going out for coffee ,  bring your

own thermos or cup !

Buy in bulk to reduce plastic use .

Use reusable grocery bags to stores !

Paper bags are also an eco-friendly

alternative to plastic bags .  

Recycle & reuse empty containers

4

https://www.epa.gov/recycle/how-do-i-recycle-common-recyclables
https://nrcne.org/
https://www.kskor.org/Recycling
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Energy Conservation

Use rechargeable batteries .

Turn off lights when not in use .

Turn off A/C when you 're gone .

Unplug devices when not in use .

Don 't leave the water running !  

Switch to renewable energy if able .

Utilize natural light in your home !

Lifestyle
Use eco-friendly cleaning products .  Not

only are they better for the environment ,

but they 're also better for your own

health !

Carpool with friends or coworkers !

Buy Used .  This will save you money and

reduce waste .

Find areas in your own life where there 's

a lot of waste and find alternatives !

Example :  instead of using bottles of

shower products ,  consider shampoo

and conditioner bars

4

4
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AGRICULTURE
What is
"Sustainable
Agriculture"? 

Sustainable agricultural

practices are intended to

protect the environment ,

expand the Earth ’s natural

resource base ,  and maintain

and improve soil fertility .

For such heavy agriculturally involved states ,  it 's important

for us to start to practice sustainable agriculture .  By

practicing sustainability in agriculture ,  we can help to

ensure that we 're producing a sufficient amount of human

food ,  feed ,  fiber ,  and fuel for the rising population .  This not

only helps to ensure that agriculture is able to provide for

others ,  but sustainable agriculture ensures the economic

viability of agricultural systems .   

How do I get involved in sustainable agriculture?

 Crop Rotations & Crop Diversity

 Cover Crops & Reduced or No-Till Farming

 Implementing Beneficial Insects and Animals 

 Managed Grazing

 Selling Locally Directly to Consumers 

In Nebraska and Kansas ,  we are so lucky to have so many

incredible organizations that are working on sustainable

agriculture !  Look at the organization 's section of this guide

for some examples !

5 Examples of what sustainable farming can involve are :

1 .

2 .

3 .

4 .

5 .

11
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ENVIRONMENTAL  RACISM
Each of us has a moral obligation as children of God and

stewards of this planet to take care of the people on it .  In

the case of environmental racism ,  our moral obligation

involves focusing on environmental justice .  

How do I get
involved in

environmental
justice?

There are so many different

ways that we all can be

involved depending on how we

interact with a community .

Whether you 're a member of

the community or a business

owner ,  there 's a way you can

help .

Practice Self-Education :  Learn about the links

between structural racism and environmental

hazards found in underprivileged communities .  

Elevate the Voices of Impacted Communities :  Get to

know your community 's voices that haven 't been

given enough space and support them !

Hold Your Representatives Accountable

Shop Small :  Before you shop from a large

corporation consider shopping at a minority-owned

small business .  

6

6
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SOCIAL  PR INC IPLE  160  B
Energy Resources Utilization

 

"The whole earth is God ’s good creation and as such has inherent value .  We are

aware that the current utilization of energy resources threatens this creation at its

very foundation .  As members of The United Methodist Church we are committed

to approaching creation ,  energy production ,  and especially creation ’s resources in

a responsible ,  careful and economic way .  We call upon all to take measures to

save energy .  Everybody should adapt his or her lifestyle to the average

consumption of energy that respects the limits of the planet earth .  We encourage

persons to limit CO2 emissions toward the goal of one tonne per person annually .

We strongly advocate for the priority of the development of renewable energies .

The deposits of carbon ,  oil ,  and gas resources are limited and their continuous

utilization accelerates global warming .  The use of nuclear power is no solution for

avoiding CO2 emissions .  Nuclear power plants are vulnerable ,  unsafe ,  and

potential health risks .  A safe ,  permanent storage of nuclear waste cannot be

guaranteed .  It is therefore not responsible to future generations to operate them .

The production of agricultural fuels and the use of biomass plants rank lower than

the provision of safe food supplies and the continued existence for small farming

businesses .

Energy Resources Utilization

The whole earth is God ’s good creation and as such has inherent value .  We are

aware that the current utilization of energy resources threatens this creation at its

very foundation .  As members of The United Methodist Church we are committed

to approaching creation ,  energy production ,  and especially creation ’s resources in

a responsible ,  careful and economic way .  We call upon all to take measures to

save energy .  Everybody should adapt his or her lifestyle to the average

consumption of energy that respects the limits of the planet earth .  We encourage

persons to limit CO2 emissions toward the goal of one tonne per person annually .

We strongly advocate for the priority of the development of renewable energies .

The deposits of carbon ,  oil ,  and gas resources are limited and their continuous

utilization accelerates global warming .  The use of nuclear power is no solution for

avoiding CO2 emissions .  Nuclear power plants are vulnerable ,  unsafe ,  and

potential health risks .  A safe ,  permanent storage of nuclear waste cannot be

guaranteed .  It is therefore not responsible to future generations to operate them .

The production of agricultural fuels and the use of biomass plants rank lower than

the provision of safe food supplies and the continued existence for small farming

businesses . "
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ACCOUNTABIL I TY :
HOW TO  HOLD  CORPORAT IONS  AND  REPRESENTAT IVES

ACCOUNTABLE .

So many of our current corporations have abused

human and environmental rights for far too long

without being held accountable .  Our own leaders get

distracted by what a corporation can offer them. It 's

time that we ,  the consumers and constituents ,  start

disrupting this pattern and tell our big corporations and

representatives accountable for their lack of effort in

environmental advocacy .

YOU can make an impact. YOU have a voice. 

Research companies and their environmental

impacts and sustainable (or lack thereof)

practices .

Hold companies that aren 't worried about their

environmental impact by writing letters ,  sending

emails ,  calling ,  and boycotting the company .  

Write letters ,  send emails ,  and call your

representative to urge them to support policies

that support the environment and sustainable

agriculture .

Use your right to vote !  When voting locally or

nationally ,  look into what the candidates stand

for .  

3

3

3
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Global Climate Stewardship
 

"We acknowledge the global impact of

humanity ’s disregard for God ’s creation .

Rampant industrialization and the

corresponding increase in the use of fossil fuels

have led to a buildup of pollutants in the earth ’s

atmosphere .  These “greenhouse gas” emissions

threaten to alter dramatically the earth ’s

climate for generations to come with severe

environmental ,  economic ,  and social

implications .  The adverse impacts of global

climate change disproportionately affect

individuals and nations least responsible for the

emissions .  We therefore support efforts of all

governments to require mandatory reductions

in greenhouse gas emissions and call on

individuals ,  congregations ,  businesses ,

industries ,  and communities to reduce their

emissions . "
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ORGANIZAT IONS

Our states have so many incredible

resources that many have never heard of !

In the following pages ,  you will see some

highlighted organizations in Nebraska and

Kansas that are making great strides with

environmental justice in their own ,  unique

way .  Listed are the organization 's mission

statements ,  some information about the

organization ,  what they offer to our states ,

and ways you can get involved with the

organization .  

This list is by no means complete .  There

are so many incredible organizations in our

states ,  and these organizations may help

you start to find information that you need !
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THE  B IG  GARDEN
Mission: The Big Garden 's

mission is to cultivate food

security by developing

community gardens ,  creating

opportunities to serve ,  and

providing education on issues

related to hunger .

When meeting with The Big Garden 's executive

director ,  Nathan Morgan ,  he said that the most

important thing to know about The Big Garden was

that they view food as a fundamental human right

and there are no stipulations on having access to

adequate ,  fresh ,  nutritious ,  ethically grown food .  

Online Garden Education

Community Gardens

Growing Gardeners

Workshops

New Roots Internship

Partnership with The Giving

Grove

Programs: To find more
information and
get involved visit:

The Big Garden

Website

https://biggarden.org/
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GREAT  PLA INS
CREAT ION  CARE  TEAM

About: The Great Plains Conference Creation Care Team

is a group of laity and clergy that represent Kansas and

Nebraska under the Mercy and Justice team .  

Mission: "To provide resources to

congregations ,  to encourage actions

to care for God ’s creation and to

advocate for policies which reduce

the negative effects of human activity

on creation . ”

The Creation Care Team focuses on four areas :

Environmental Witness ,  Environmental Education ,

Environmental Services ,  and Environmental Advocacy .  On

their website ,  you can find a list of resources that pertain to

Nebraska and Kansas as well as a report form for your own

church to become a Creation Care Congregation .

To learn more and
access the documents
the Creation Care
Team has to offer visit:

GP Creation Care Team Website

https://www.greatplainsumc.org/creationcare
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THE  LAND  INST ITUTE
Mission: "When people ,  land ,  and

community are as one ,  all three

members prosper ;  when they relate

not as members but as competing

interests ,  all three are exploited .  By

consulting Nature as the source and

measure of that membership ,  The Land

Institute seeks to develop an

agriculture that will save soil from

being lost or poisoned ,  while

promoting a community life at once

prosperous and enduring . "

About: The Land Institute works to implement Natural

Systems Agriculture by focusing on perennial crops ,

ecological intensification ,  and ecosphere studies .  

Read scientific publications &

land reports

Attend the Prarie Festival 

Become an intern or

encourage someone you

know to intern at The Land

Institute 

Get Involved! To find more
information and
get involved visit:

The Land Institute

Website

https://landinstitute.org/
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NEBRASKA  SUSTA INABLE
AGRICULTURE  SOCIETY
Mission: To promote agriculture and food

systems that build healthy land ,  people ,

communities and quality of life ,  for present

and future generations .

About: NSAS is active in collaborative projects that

support rural communities and the environment .  These

projects offer mentoring opportunities for beginning and

experienced farmers ,  and opportunities for on-farm

research ,  demonstration ,  and education .  We offer

opportunities for non-farmers to participate in a food

system and network with sustainable Nebraska farmers ,

attend workshops and link with all our projects !  Each year ,

NSAS sponsors a Healthy Farms Conference ,  workshops ,

farm tours ,  and field days .  NSAS is a member of the

Midwest Sustainable Agriculture Working Group .

To find more information and get involved visit:

Nebraska Sustainable Agriculture Society Website

https://www.sustainablenebraska.org/
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KANSAS  CENTER  FOR  SUSTA INABLE
AGRICULTURE  AND  ALTERNAT IVE  CROPS

Mission: To support small family-owned farms in

Kansas through research ,  education and outreach

focused on production ,  storage ,  processing ,  and

marketing technologies that will boost small farm

profitability ,  protect natural resources ,  and

enhance rural communities .

Kansas SARE Scholarships are

available for professionals in

agriculture to go to

conferences about

sustainable agriculture

practices

Mini grants available for

agricultural professionals 

Educational Videos

Resources for beginning

farmers 

Access annual reports 

Educational events like

workshops and online classes

Opportunities:

To find more
information and
get involved visit:

KCSAAC Website

http://kansassustainableag.org/


$6.3
Million

in funding since 1988

180
Projects

funded since 1988

$4.3
Million

in funding since 1988

170
Projects

funded since 1988
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NORTH CENTRAL  SUSTA INABLE
AGRICULTURE  RESEARCH AND

EDUCAT ION

About:  Offers farmer-driven ,  grassroots grants and

education programs .

Nebraska: Kansas:

Grants

Graduate Student Grant

Professional Development

Grant

Farmer Ranch Grant

Youth Educator Grant

Partnership Grant

Research and Education

Grant

Research reports available

with findings ,  methods ,  and

contact information

Opportunities:

To find more
information and
get involved visit:

SARE North Central

Website

https://northcentral.sare.org/


NAT IONAL  REL IG IOUS  PARTNERSHIP
FOR  THE  ENV IRONMENT  

Liturgy ,  worship and prayer ;

Theological study ,  the education of future clergy ,  and of the young ;

The stewardship of our homes ,  lands and resources ;

Protecting the lives of our communities and health of our children ;

Our social ministry to the poor and vulnerable who have first and

preferential claim on our conscience ;  and

Bringing the perspectives of moral values and social justice before public

policymakers .

Mission: "Guided by biblical teaching ,  the Partnership seeks to encourage

people of faith to weave values and programs of care for God 's creation

throughout the

entire fabric of religious life :  

We worship and obey our loving God by serving God 's good creation in

neighborly love and in the assurance of God 's covenant "between me and you

and

every living creature that is with you ,  for all future generations" (Genesis 9 :12) .

Finally ,  we seek as well to offer and will eagerly discuss the insights of

scripture ,  moral teaching and social values ,  especially as they have come from

sustained social struggle and solidarity with those who have reached fresh

freedom to serve the common good . "
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This organization offers

different denominational

perspectives and resources for

those different

denominations .  They also

focus on current issues of the

climate ,  toxics &

environmental health ,  species

protection ,  water ,  and land .

To find more
information and
get involved visit:

National Religious

Partnership for the

Environment

http://www.nrpe.org/


CONCLUSION
Thank you for reading through this guide and taking

the first step in helping in the fight to protect .our

planet !  I personally am always growing and learning

and am so glad that I could share what I 've been

learning with others .  

Although reading this guide and educating ourselves is

a great place to start ,  there 's still more to be done .

Continue this conversation with your friends ,  family ,

and community .  

God gave us a duty as stewards of this planet to care

for the environment and all the living beings in it .  I

know that it sounds easier said than done .  Discussions

involving topics like this are difficult right now ,  but

they don 't have to be .  If we ground ourselves in

scripture ,  in our social principles as United Methodists ,

and listen to God 's calling to care for his creation ,  we

can be good stewards .  

We must continue to educate ourselves ,  lift up

organizations that care for our planet ,  and hold others ,

corporations ,  and our representatives accountable .  
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